An alligator flies an airplane.
A bear holds big balloons.
A curious cat eats a cookie.
A dog draws a picture on paper on the desk.
An elephant drops a basket of eggs.
A fox waters flowers by the fence.

name ____________________________

fox

fence

flowers
A goat with glasses feeds a goldfish.
A happy hippo blows a horn.
An *iguana* wants to eat the *insects* in a jar.
A mouse sees jam, jelly, and juice.
Two kittens are in the kitchen.
A lamb writes a letter under the lamp.
Three mice march and play music.
There are nine eggs in a nest. A newborn birdie has hatched.
An octopus opens a box of oranges.
A pig plays the piano.
A quail rests quietly.
Two rabbits run in the rain.
A spider spins silk.
A turtle is in the tub.

turtle
tub
A unicorn uses an umbrella.
A vulture in a vest plays the violin.
A whale watches waves.

whale

watch

waves
An ox plays the xylophone.

name _______________________

ox _______________________

xylophone _______________________
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A *yak* likes the *yolk* of an egg.
A zebra draws a zigzag.

zebra

zigzag